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About This Game

An artistic metroidvania with a classic NES era gameplay, taking the player through the life of an average man escaping his
depression in a partly imaginary world he created around him.

The game takes place in an old, still running business housing. Main character meets various different people on his path to find
more happiness in his life.

In each environment different types of enemies await to attack you, each with its own
strengths and patterns. Improve your tactics while fighting in either of the 3 difficulties.
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Apart from it's attacking power, each power is equipped with a special ability that you
have to combine in order to make your way through the levels and uncover all the

secrets. Collect orbs to upgrade your powers for maximum efficiency in your fights.

At the end of each section of the building a powerful boss awaits to fight you.
Overcome your past and the fears that haunt you to regain your true self.

Buy items from the shops or obtain them from quests around the building.
Use them to unlock new areas and defeat all the enemies that block your way.
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Title: External Visions
Genre: Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
team BitClub
Publisher:
team BitClub
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 1.7 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 + 512MB VRAM

Storage: 500 MB available space
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Neat game, first level free. Play with a friend, don't buy the DLC.. it was very frightening i must say! My only complaint would
be that I dropped a couple of the slide things and was unable to pick them back up for some reason. That forced me to restart
the game, but that was one of the only hiccups I encountered.. 10/10 would use icegun again. I really want to like this game, but
man is it bugged to all hell. Most boss's crash the game, important quests like talking to travelers and such give errors, I cant
even walk into the kraken's den without crashing the game.

Oh Well.. This now Contains the NJT multilevels, so deffinaty worth picking up just for them.. Graphics are not as good as
expected at all.
Controls are terriblly placed and executed.

Game works fine but it lacks its final "should have" spent more effort upping the graphics and gameplay interactions and
controls during development... the graphics are not amazing it is still (in my opinion) beautifully and even if you don't agree it is
hugely made up for by the game play. although it can be a little repetitive / predictable at times (but so are all other games) there
is essentially 2 long enjoyable campaigns in a huge world with some fun side missions and a huge ship customising system with
loads of different weapon types and ships. by today's standards there is still allot of variety. by the standard's of the day it was
released it was phenomenal.
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pretty dissapointing for 15 dollars you get 4 maps 4, but that is made up with the 10 supply drops given almost 20 extra dollars
worth of contentbut is still a rip off unless you get it for the supplydrop since noone owns the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing dlc
maps and has liek 3 ppl per game dont buy it for the maps
DONT!!!. This game is simplistic in its style and mechanics but the gameplay is an absolute hellish warzone. You'll be
witnessing the deaths of millions of Multiwinians in no time. Everything from dropping napalm on a group of a hundred winians
and watching them run and burn to death for stealing your statue to seeing your enemy do a troop transport blitz on your rocket
and watching them set it on fire as the 90 winians in your rocket burn to death and jump out to relieve themselves of their
anguish. Did I mention the biological and nuclear powerups in this game? Flamethrower turrets?....

This is the most fun you'll have committing war crimes.. bad game, i would not recommend this but i have too or they'll napalm
me. everyone needs to buy this game, it's kick♥♥♥♥. i cant play because my graphic memory doenst work with it but thats
ok,it looks cool. they should make a simulator on the DC METRO. i think peop;e would like that too.XD
. If you're easily amused by cheap jokes and """"""politically incorrect"""""" """"""""""""humor""""""""""""" this game might be
for you. I wouldn't recommend it to ANYBODY at its current price point. It is in dire need of some sort of editor for grammar,
spelling, punctuation, etc.
I know English is not the creator's first language but surely you could have asked a friend or took a little extra time to
proofread?
The gameplay itself I cannot say much for. The battles are relatively fast paced and there's a lot of party members, but there's
not a whole lot of complexity or strategy going on behind their movesets so you'll probably be cycling through the same 2-3
moves on each character.

basically don't buy the game if you have a shred of dignity because this is the same \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing "traps are
gay" "attack helicopter" etc etc\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you would find on ifunny for free. i dont know mate
lol. I blame the creators for giving the enemy regenerative abilities since they will heal themselves every three turns. I thought
this game was and continues to be a fun experience the main story line in the normal difficulty doesnt take a very long time to
complete and at some point killing enemies in it goes to 1 hit and down but then there are 2 other difficulties you can play
through with epic being the hardest. Now some people complain about how you get 1 hit by most things in epic but the reason
they probably dont like it is cuz they charge headlong into enemies and dont play smarter it is possible to go through the map in
epic mode with just yourself you just need to chance your original tactic. Not recommended that you do as you only have 1
revive and it takes a while to kill things which is why there is the multiplayer where you can find nice people to help or get
people to help you in game, killing, farming, doing quests. Also while the armor dropped eventually becomes just money you
can get materials for even better weapons and accessories in epic mode. There are plenty of companions that you can bring
along and you can find which one works best with your playstyle. Skill trees force you to choose what you plan on becoming, a
hard hittting warrior or a tanky one, support mage or one who does massive dmg from the outskirts of the fighting and so on.
Would recommend this game though might be better if they had a 4 pack for people who want to send this to their friends to
play with.
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